Is your community considering Automated License Plate
Readers (ALPRs)? Here’s what you need to know:
ALPRs amount to dragnet surveillance. ALPRs capture license plate images without any suspicion of
wrongdoing on millions of ordinary individuals. But a miniscule amount of that data is actually useful; the
ACLU has estimated that less than 0.2% of plate scans are ever linked to vehicle registration issues or
criminal activity.[1]
ALPR surveillance is revealing. Proponents of ALPRs claim that just collecting license plate information
isn’t a big deal. But ALPR data can reveal visits to the doctor’s office, political demonstrations, and places of
worship. Taken in aggregate, it can paint an intimate portrait of a driver’s life—and can even chill First
Amendment protected activity. [2]
ALPRs create a public records act nightmare. ALPR data is privacy-invasive—but must be public for
transparency.[3] Some states have exempted ALPR data from their public records act laws because of privacy
concerns, but the full extent of ALPR use is impossible for communities to understand without it, making
ALPR data a dangerous transparency catch-22.
ALPR data retention is dangerous. ALPR data is susceptible to data breaches and misuse, but only a few
states have legislation prescribing how long it can be kept—meaning it could be kept indefinitely. The longer
ALPR data is retained, the more it reveals about the lives of drivers and the more chance it will be
compromised or misused.
ALPRs can facilitate racial profiling. For example, in Oakland, lower-income neighborhoods are
disproportionately captured by ALPR patrols. [4] In New York, ALPRs were used to target muslims. Mobile
ALPRs “would drive down the street and record the plates of everyone parked near the mosque.” [5]
ALPRs aren’t always accurate. ALPRs can misread or misidentify plates. When that happens, the
consequences can be serious. In 2009, San Francisco cops pulled over Denise Green, an African-American
city worker driving her own car. At gunpoint, they handcuffed her, forced to her knees, and then searched
both her and her car — all because an ALPR misread her plate and identified her car as stolen. Her
experience led to a Ninth Circuit ruling that technology alone can’t be the basis for such a stop. But that’s
not the law everywhere, meaning this kind of law enforcement abuse could happen in your community if
ALPRs are adopted.
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